
Wordscapes level 124 answers

Wordscapes level 124 in the Canyon and Arch contains 16 words 
and the letters EGMORU making it a relatively hard level. 
This puzzle 43 extra words make it fun to play. 
Reaching this point shows that you completed 1,007 words and 3,797 letters.
The words included in this word game are: 

EGO, GEM, GUM, MUG, ORE, RUG, RUM, EMU, GERM, MORE, URGE, EURO, OGRE, ROGUE, 
ROUGE, MORGUE.

The extra or bonus words are: 

GORM, GRUM, MURE, REO, RUME, GUE, GEO, REM, URE, EMO, MEOU, MOR, ROM, ERGO, 
GORE, ORG, REGO, GUR, GOER, GOMER, ERUGO, ROUM, MOE, OMER, GOE, ROE, GOR, 
MOG, MOUE, GER, ERG, ERM, MEU, ROUE, GRUME, OUR, MOU, GRUE, ORGUE, RUE, REG, 
GEUM, MEG. 
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 124
EGO - The self, especially with a sense of self-importance.

GEM - A precious stone, usually of substantial monetary value or prized for its beaut
y or shine.

GUM - The flesh round the teeth.

MUG - Easily fooled, gullible.

ORE - Rock that contains utilitarian materials; primarily a rock containing metals or
 gems which (at the time of the rock's evaluation and proposal for extraction) are ab
le to be separated from its neighboring minerals and processed at a cost that does no
t exceed those materials' present-day economic values.

RUG - A partial covering for a floor.

RUM - A distilled spirit derived from fermented cane sugar and molasses.

EMU - A large flightless bird native to Australia, Dromaius novaehollandiae.

GERM - The small mass of cells from which a new organism develops; a seed, bud or spo
re.

MORE - Comparative form of many: in greater number. (Used for a discrete quantity.).

URGE - A strong desire; an itch to do something.

EURO - The currency unit of the European Monetary Union.

OGRE - A type of brutish giant from folk tales that eats human flesh.

ROGUE - A scoundrel, rascal or unprincipled, deceitful, and unreliable person.

ROUGE - Of a reddish pink colour.

MORGUE - A supercilious or haughty attitude; arrogance.


